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The figures in the margin indicate full marks
for the questions

Answer either in English or in Assamese

1. Answer the following questions : 1x7=7

(a) Define the concept of 'equilibrium'.

(b) Fill up the blank :

'snft ^ :

Indifference curve is to the origin.

W®! I

(c) Define production function.

'Tw ̂  I

(d) What is an isoquant?

(e) What do we understand by hormal
price'?
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(f) What is real wage?

(g) Who propounded the uncertainty bearing
theory of profit?

2. Answer the following questions : 2x4=8

1%n :

(a) Define comparative static analysis.

%T I '

(b) Distinguish between proportion line and
scale line with the help of a diagram.

^ isniJjT

<?Tts^ I

(c) What is marginal rate of substitution?

211§]^ 2lfo<P?l*li ?

(d) Mention two characteristics of

monopolistic competition.

^ I

3. Answer any three of the following questions :
5x3=15

^551X51W 21OTg^ 1lii^ ^
(a) Distinguish between static and dynamic

analysis in economics. 5

I
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(b) Explain the characteristics of perfectly
competitive market. Is there any
difference between pure competition and

perfect competition? 4+1=5

2jf^?7nf^ ̂  2itoif9N^ ^

^ic^ciR> ?

(c) Explain briefly the relationship between
Average Cost (AC) and Marginal Cost
(MC). 5

^  ̂1^ 2ill3<P o^l<P '4®(^ I

(d) Write a short note on economies of scale. 5

(e) Distinguish between rent and quasi-rent. 5

^ i

4. Answer any three of the following questions :
^  10x3=30

Worn R>RiJm "R^n:

(a) Ej^lain how the short-run equilibrium
price and output are determined under
perfectly competitive market. * 10

2|j^C4lpF51^ ^
^ ̂ ^

I

(b) Explain' stable equilibrium and unstable
equilibrium with the help of diagrams. 10
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(c) Discuss the law of variable proportions.
In which stage will the producer deqide to
produce? 8+2=10

^iwiHi ̂  I

(d) What is indifference curve? Discuss the
properties of indifference curve. 2+8=10

?PRs c^7

(e) Explain producer's (firm's) equilibrium
with the help of a diagram. 10

(2rf^#R) 'wiw
I

(f) ' Explain the marginal productivity theory
of wages. 10

WIJT^ I

★ ★ ★
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